HJC DEMOCRATS DO
LITTLE TO LIMIT JIM
JORDAN’S ASSAULT ON
PUBLIC HEALTH AND
RULE OF LAW
Somehow, wrestling coach Jim Jordan managed to
best most Democrats on the House Judiciary
Committee in today’s hearing on politicization
of DOJ.

THE TUSSLE IN TULSA: A
RETROSPECTIVE
Trump’s rally in Tulsa, Oklahoma yesterday
didn’t live up to my worries about violence or
Trump campaign’s expectations for turnout.

JOHN BOLTON VERSUS
NAVY VERSUS EGAN
By invoking evidence that Donald Trump is behind
the hold-up of prepublication review of his
book, John Bolton may make Navy v. Egan a
central dispute in litigation going forward.

A TALE OF TWO
NATIONAL SECURITY
ADVISORS
The comparison of the claims Mike Ellis is
making about Trump’s third National Security
Advisor with the treatment given his first — the
guy who actively sold out his country rather
than did so by inaction — only serves to
emphasize how Trump interprets “national
security” to mean “loyalty to Trump.”

DEFENDANT BARR’S
FLIP-FLOPS FINALLY
ATTRACT PRESS
ATTENTION
Bill Barr is finally being called out on his
lies. And that’s happening even as a lawsuit
could force Barr to make the same claims in
court.

THREE THINGS: LOADS
OF BRICKS, WHITE
CHICKS, MADE-UP
SCHTICK
So much manure, so few shovels. Here’s three
piles, have at it.

105,746
How convenient for Trump that the media has been
under fire for two days and unable to hold him
accountable.

IS THE TIME OF KEISHA
LANCE BOTTOMS NOW?
Of all the Democrats on a national platform over
the last few days, including Joe Biden, who has
not been bad at all, Keisha Lance Bottoms stands
above.

TRUMP’S AMERICA:
RACISM, IMPERIOUS
POLICE AND CNN UNDER
ARREST IN MINNEAPOLIS
There
is a
surrea
l
situat
ion
going
down
in
Minnea
polis.
The

CNN crew covering it was literally arrested on
live air. Not all of them understand you, just
the reporter, Oscar Jimenez, that was a
minority, the white correspondent a few feet
away was, of course, not. The stormtroopers,
and, yes that is exactly what they look and are
acting like, were totally polite to the white
guy.
And then they arrested the CNN camera guy
documenting the bizarre arrest of the
correspondent. While doing so, the camera was on
the ground, still live, documenting it all for
posterity. You could then see the camera being
dragged off by a state trooper, still on and
broadcasting. As I said, surreal.
When last seen the CNN camera was still on and
broadcasting from a black space that appears to
be the trunk of a police car. I guess the
camera, though hostage to thugs, at least is
alive and does not have a knee on its neck.
As they say, the situation is developing…..
Wait, there is an update! The camera is now in
an elevator, and still live!
Oh, and what could have fomented all this? Yeah,
The American President:

MITCH MCCONNELL JUST

HELPED TRUMP TAKE
KENTUCKY’S COPS AND
TEACHERS HOSTAGE
Mitch McConnell is helping Trump take governors
hostage, just like he did Ukraine’s President.
And that very much includes Kentucky’s governor,
Andy Beshear.

